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WHAT IS MY AURA?
The aura is called the “Fingerprint of God” as it reflects everything about

you. It is your unique coat of many colors

IS MY AURA IS HEALTHY?
A healthy aura is bright, clear and the energy is moving. An aura reading

can help you assess if your energy field is stagnant or blocked.

WHAT DOES IT LOOK LIKE?
Your energy field is made of electromagnetic energy. These frequencies

can be tuned into in different ways, including being seen or known by an

intuitive or felt by an energy healer.

WHAT HAPPENS IN AN AURA READING?
You will be invited to sit, relax and receive information about you and your

life creations.

HOW CAN I SIGN UP FOR AN AURA READING?
Contact Dr. Lesley through her website's reservation page.
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Everyone and everything has an aura
All things on earth are made of electromagnetic energy and have an aura. This

includes all people, animals and other living creatures as well as inanimate objects.

The aura is comprised of structured units of electromagnetic energy.

Your aura is the book of you
Your aura carries an electromagnetic signature of who you are right now. It indicates

your present state of being, such as whether you are healthy, your emotional

condition and the concepts and beliefs you are operating from. As you are always

having new experiences your aura is highly dynamic and changes all the time.

It is your personal creative universe
Your aura defines the limits of your personal creative space. Everything inside is

your domain. Everything outside of is somebody or something else. Your thoughts,

emotions, beliefs, actions and experiences influence your energy field and physical

body. In fact your aura is a spiritual recording of all your memories, emotions,

thoughts and concepts about life.

It determines how you see and are seen
You filter reality through your aura. It is called the window to the soul. As you exist

within this energy field, you see the world and the world sees you through this veil

of energy. If you have a dirty window you will not have a clear view. Likewise others

perceive you through your window. You will be seen differently depending on what

is stored in your aura.

WHAT IS MY AURA?
The aura is called the “Fingerprint of God” as it reflects everything about
you. It is your unique coat of many colors
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It emanates from your chakras
Your aura comprises inter-penetrating layers of energy. Each one emanates from an

energy vortex called a chakra. There are seven major chakras in your energy body.

They channel your spiritual information and process your life experiences. Each

chakra and layer of your energy field relates to a different aspect of your reality.



A healthy aura surrounds you
The human energy field has been compared to an egg. Ideally your aura surrounds

your body and encases you like an egg shell. It should flow above the head, beneath

the feet and around your sides. If your aura does not surround you this might mean

you are not owning all that is occurring in your reality. The aura also protects you.

Sometimes there may be a tear in the energy field that needs to be repaired.

If the aura is bright and clear there is health. 
So long as the vibration is clear and the energy is moving there is health. There is no

correct color for your aura. Having a bright tone is more important than the color

itself. The energy in your energy field is not static. Instead it is constantly changing

as you respond to changes in your life circumstances. Every time you have an

emotion, think a thought, form a new memory, believe something new or release a

limiting belief your energy field shifts.

An unhealthy aura is dark and cloudy
If your aura is dark and cloudy then there is disturbance. While there is no correct

color for the aura, certain vibrations can change the tone and indicate issues.

White can indicate the presence of fear

Grey, being caught in the past

Dark red, anger

Black, emotional pain or even hatred

IS MY AURA IS HEALTHY?
A healthy aura is bright, clear and the energy is moving. An aura reading
can help you assess if your energy field is stagnant or blocked.
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Lower vibrations can indicate illness
Lower vibrations in the aura can be non-beneficial and cause disturbance in your

reality. If they remain in the system for a long time, they may eventually manifest as

emotional and mental disturbances or even physical illness. An aura reading

provides awareness of what is flowing and what requires healing.

Awareness of your aura helps you heal
Being aware of the aura is beneficial in knowing where you need healing, in

communicating with others and your body and in learning how to manifest and

consciously creating your reality. Once you understand the true state of your energy

body and inner being you can alter anything you need to heal yourself. You can

release what is not working and manifest more pleasing creations..



The aura is very colorful
Your aura is made of different energy frequencies. To someone who sees intuitively

it looks like energy clouds or fast or slow moving multi-colored patterns of light.

Individual layers vibrate at unique frequencies that can be observed as individual

colors. There can be multiple colors within a single layer. An experienced intuitive

can give you a description of the colors that are present on each layer.

It contains images and symbols
You store your memories and beliefs in your energy field as structured units of

electromagnetic energy. They can be observed by an intuitive reader as images,

pictures, videos, symbols, shapes and mathematical formulas. You use these higher

forms of communication to communicate everything about yourself.

Your aura is always changing
Each individual has their own energy composition and responds in their own way to

their unique life circumstances. So the energy of the aura is in constant flux. Today

the 2nd layer of your aura may be green, tomorrow orange and next week red.

Depending on your current experience of reality and how quickly you are processing

your life experiences.

WHAT DOES IT LOOK LIKE?
Your energy field is made of electromagnetic energy. These frequencies
can be tuned into in different ways, including being seen or known by an
intuitive or felt by an energy healer.
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The aura is an energy cloud
You created your body by manipulating energy into form. You supply it with the life

force necessary to stay alive. You also communicate with it and through it constantly

and this involves movement of energy. The body itself is made of atoms and the

space surrounding them. The aura includes the overall cloud of energy radiating

from these atoms and the energy you supply to it in the form of light.

You can learn to see your own aura
You can learn to look clairvoyantly at your own aura. The color and its quality have

meaning and can be translated into language. This can be helpful for you to read

and understand the true state of your being and it allows you to alter anything you

need to heal yourself. The first step in seeing your aura is to learn to meditate.

Meditation quiets the mind and filters out external stimuli so that you can tune into

you.



You will grow
The energy for the aura reading is set in such a way that it will assist your growth

and expansion. It will help you get clearer about the next steps you wish to take to

move forward on your life path.

You will relax
You will sit in a comfortable chair and relax. Dr. Lesley will take a moment to tune

into your energy and then the reading begins.

You will receive
Dr. Lesley will provide information on each layer of your aura. Starting with the first

layer than emanates from the first chakra and finishing with the seventh layer that

emanates from the seventh chakra.

You will learn
You will learn the color vibrations on each layer and how you are currently using

these different aspects of your energy. Dr Lesley will also locate symbols and

images stored in your energy field and translate them into useful information that

relates to spiritual lessons you are in the process of learning about.

WHAT HAPPENS IN AN AURA
READING?
You will be invited to sit, relax and receive information about you and
your life creations.
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HOW CAN I
SIGN UP FOR

AN AURA
READING?

Contact Dr. Lesley through her
website's reservation page.

BOOK MY SESSION

NOW
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